
 

 

                          

From the “Quick Code Answers”  

Telephone Support records.  
_________________________ 

Quick Code Answers is an annual subscription  

service that provides Phone & On-site technical 

support for your Building Code questions.  

Call us to subscribe! 

 

 

Q: Major alterations are    
being proposed for the  audi-
torium of an older church 
building.    For cost reasons, 
the owner is planning to  
modify only one of the three 
sets of front entrance doors 

into the associated lobby.   

Can one set be designated as 
accessible and all other sets retain their inaccessible 

mechanisms and thresholds? 

 

A: The general rule for accessible entrances in exist-
ing buildings is: “at least one” is required.  See IBC 
3409.4 & 3409.7.  Actually, 3409.8 would only     
require this entrance to be made accessible if there 
were no other accessible entrances.  So, a single    

accessible entrance is adequate. 
 

In this case, the answer still rests on the code offi-

cial’s definition of Public Entrance.   

Do all 3 sets of doors constitute a single entrance or 

do they represent 3 separate entrances?                    

 

If the AHJ (authority having jurisdiction) defines this 
configuration as three entrances then only one set of 
doors must be fully accessible.  If he judges it as a  
single entrance then he must also rule on the accept-
able method to make it accessible.  As a BCO, I 
would use the “3 separate entrances” definition since 
it would legally accommodate the owner’s proposal 

and be much easier to defend in an L&I audit.  

 

Note on signage: Accessible and non-accessible     
entrances have specific sign requirements.                 

See IBC 1110 for details. 

 

Comment: 

From a state building code perspective, this question 
would be significant only if there were alterations to 
the “Primary Function Area” served by these doors.  
However, the federal ADA law might apply even if no 
changes were involved.  The fact that it is a church 
building could exempt it from ADA requirements.  
But, (in my opinion) the fact that it is a church build-

ing also invokes a higher standard. 
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There has been a flurry of advisories and amendments surrounding the UCC in the last 

month!   

We will detail some of them this month and the rest in next month’s newsletter. 

 

Accessibility Audit Report – Year 3.  Raising the stakes again!   
 

The latest L&I audit report is available at their website.   

It summarizes the last three years of accessibility audits performed 
on municipal code departments.  The citation count spiked this year.  
The major reason for this increase, according to the report, is the 
Department’s initiation of an “audit the auditor” program.  Apparently, this has raised the 
L&I field auditor’s level of vigilance which has translated to more citations issued to local 
code officials.  Logically, this will create an even more cautious attitude in the local officials 

as they review and inspect for accessible features this year. 

 

Advisory - Additions and Accessible Exits.  
 

 A technical advisory was published on the L&I website in October addressing the effect an 

addition has on the existing building.   

Apparently, some designers have been invoking the exception in IBC1007.1 that accessible 

means of egress are not required when alterations are made to existing buildings.   

 

The advisory states, “If an existing exit is used to satisfy some or all 
of the exiting requirements imposed on the addition, then it must 
fully comply with the accessibility (and other) requirements im-
posed on new construction. Since altering the existing exit(s) may 
be problematic, the permit holder may seek a variance from the 
Accessibility Advisory Board for relief from some, or all, of the  

requirements for accessible exits.”  (See L&I web site for full text) 
 

So, if an addition requires two accessible exits and the new con-
struction does not provide them, modifications must be made to 
the existing building to bring an existing exit up to modern stan-
dards.  That would include the egress path as well.                     
Any variation from this design standard must be authorized by the 

state appeals board.  

Current Events 
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Do you have a code question that is baffling you?   

Submit your code question to code_question@ApprovedCode.com                                                           

Be sure to include a daytime telephone number in case we need more information.                                                                                       

We will respond to your question by e-mail or phone as soon as possible.   

Got Code Questions? 

Approved Code Product Highlight 

Post Office Box 614   Dillsburg, Pennsylvania  17019  

www.ApprovedCode.com 

 Finally, the long promised COMMENTARY for IBC’s accessibility standard!   

ICC/ANSI A117.1-2003 Standard & Commentary 

This tool will help you understand the application and intent of the accessibility standard.  It contains the com-
plete text of the ICC/ANSI A117.1-2003 Standard for Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities accompa-
nied by corresponding commentary.  This should help put designers and code officials on the same page.   

(Soft-cover, approximately 290 pages)            Price $48.00  

Recommended Resources 

Code Officials:  Our Municipal Plan Review Service is designed to make your life easier!    

Documents are reviewed to L&I Accessibility Audit Standards. 

Plans stay in our system until they comply.  

No bouncing back to the BCO after each review step. 

Regular status updates keep BCOs informed about their projects. 

Our custom designed checklists ensure all state legal requirements are fulfilled. 

The Review Package is complete and will stand up to future examination. 

        A Field Inspection Checklist is created to help Inspectors identify critical safety features. 

       Technical support during the project and a simple fee structure– no hourly or extra charges. 

Every non-accessible Entrance, Public Toilet, Exit or Elevator must have tactile signs directing to the nearest 

accessible element.   See IBC 1110 & IBC 1007.7 for details. 

Taken from our De-Coding the Accessibility Code Seminar. 

Code Tip 


